
        IN THE COURT OF THE SPECIAL JUDGE :::::::::::::::::::::: DHUBRI

                             Present :- Shri T. Kalita, AJS
                                  Special Judge, Dhubri.

 SPECIAL CASE NO.41 OF 2019
     U/s.20(c) of N.D.P.S. Act

State of Assam
       Vs
1. Mamtaz Ali
2. Amir Ali

...... Accused Persons

For the State      :- Learned Public Prosecutor.

For the Defence :- Shri R.K. Jain
         Learned Advocate.

Date of framing Charge       :- 24.05.2017

Dates of Recording Evidence:- 05.07.2019, 02.08.2019, 16.08.2019, 
      30.08.2019, 25.09.2019, 05.11.2019 & 
      03.12.2019.

Date of Argument    :- 06.02.2020

Date of Judgment    :- 12.02.2020.

  J  U  D  G  M  E  N  T

1.    A GD Entry No.331  was entered into the General Diary maintained by

Gauripur P.S on 11.11.18 to the effect that duty constable Yasin Rahman

informed  a  matter  over  telephone  to  the  S.I  Hemanta  Sarma  that  two

persons were found loitering at Gauripur bus stand carrying some suspected

material  and  on  being  questioned,  they  could  not  give  any  satisfactory

answer for which they were confined by him for onward inquiry to be had

from Police Officer concerned.

2.    Having  found  the  information,  the  General  Diary  was  entered  and

accordingly  S.I  Hemanta  Sarma,  ASI  Subal  Ray  and  staff  proceeded  to

Gauripur bus stand on the strength of the said general diary and found 20

packets  containing  suspected ganja  from  the possession of the arrested
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accused persons. S.I seized the packets of suspected ganja as authorised by

Addl.  S.P.(HQ),  Dhubri  in  presence  of  Executive  Magistrate  and  other

witnesses and accordingly lodged a formal ejahar with the O/C, Gauripur P.S

on that day itself.

3.    The formal FIR laid by S.I Manoj Newar is that he along with ASI Subal

Ray  and staff  visited  Gauripur  bus  stand and  found  20 packet  of  ganja

containing total 20 Kg from the possession of the accused. Addl.S.P.(HQ),

Dhubri was informed over telephone who later on authorised him to seize

the articles. In the meantime, Executive Magistrate also came to place of

occurrence and the packets of ganja were seized from the accused. It is

further  stated  that  the  accused  persons  were  travelling  from  Rangia  to

Coochbehar by passenger bus but they had to change their bus to Gauripur

for onward journey to Coochbehar and accordingly came to the police net.

The O/C accordingly registered a case being Gauripur P.S. Case No.1326/18

U/s.20(c) of NDPS Act.

4.   The I.O has investigated the case and upon having received the FSL

report laid charge sheet against the accused persons Mamtaz Ali and Amir

Ali to stand trial U/s.20(c) of NDPS Act.

5.    Accordingly, necessary copies are furnished to the accused persons and

formal charge U/s.20(c) NDPS Act is framed, read over and explained to the

accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed for trial.

6.   During trial, the prosecution has examined as many as ten number of

witnesses. The examination of the accused persons were recorded U/s.313

Cr.P.C. Their pleas are of total denial. However, they have adduced none.

7.  I  have  carefully  perused  the  evidence  on  record  and  heard  learned

counsel of both the parties and proceed to dispose the case on the following

point for determination.

8.    POINT FOR DETERMINATION

     Whether the accused persons Mamtaz Ali and Amir Ali were found in

possession  of  24  Kg  of  ganja  in  contravention  of  Narcotic  Drugs and 
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Psychotropic Substance Act, 1985 on being inspected on 11.11.18 at about

11-00 A.M at Gauripur bus stand as alleged.

9.      DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF :

        It has already been stated that the prosecution has examined as many

as ten numbers of witnesses out of which PW-1 S.I Manoj Newar. He was

working at  Gauripur  P.S  as  attached officer. On 11.11.18,  one constable

Yasin Rahman was on duty at Gauripur bus stand. He suspected two persons

as they carried some suspected articles. So, he informed the matter to the

O/C, Gauripur P.S who has opened the general  diary vide entry No. 331

dated 11.11.18 and he himself proceeded to Gauripur bus stand. He himself

was along with the O/C. The duty police Yasin Rahman was found keeping

the accused persons at Gauripur bus stand along with their bags. On being

asked, they identified them as Mamtaz Ali and Amir Ali. They then searched

the bags carried by the accused persons and found 20 packets of suspected

ganja. Then they informed the matter to the Addl.S.P.(HQ), Dhubri Nirupam

Hazarika  who  visited  the  place  of  occurrence  and  issued  the  letter

authorising him to search and seize the articles. In the meantime, the matter

was  informed to  the  Circle  Officer, Golakganj.  Accordingly, Circle  Officer,

Golakganj arrived at the bus stand. One electronic weighing machine was

also seized from shop keeper Taig Ali.  He seized the suspected ganja in

presence of Circle Officer and independent witnesses.  After weighing the

seized suspected ganja, they found 24 Kg in total. He collected sample from

each  packet  and  mixed  them  and  prepared  nine  sample  packets.  He

collected 50 gm of sample from each packet. He prepared an inventory on

the spot. On being asked, the persons told them that they were coming from

Coochbehar. Someone  asked  them  to  carry  the  bags  but  they  did  not

disclose the name of that person. Thereafter, they brought the persons and

suspected articles with samples to Gauripur P.S. He then lodged the formal

ejahar. He also recorded the statement of seizure witness. However, after

filing the FIR, one SI Hirokjyoti Saikia investigated the case. Accordingly, he 
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handed over the said articles to said Hirokjyoti Saikia. On the next day, he

produced the seized articles, samples and seizure list before the court. He

has proved the extract copy of GD Entry No.331 dated 11.11.18 as Ext-1,

Ext-1(1) is the signature of O/C, Gauripur P.S. Ext-2 is the ejahar, Ext-2(1) is

his signature. Ext-3 is the seizure list of electronic weighing machine. Ext-

3(1) is his signature. Ext-4 is the seizure list of seized ganja. Ext-4(1) is his

signature. Ext-5 is the inventory and Ext-5(1) is his signature. Ext-6 is the

authority letter, Ext-6(1) is the signature of Addl.S.P.(HQ), Dhubri. He also

proved the material Ext-1 to Ext-20, the packets of seized ganja. He also

seized one black colour bag, one white colour plastic bag, one red and green

colour bag and seven numbers of different types of clothes as Ext-21 to Ext-

30 respectively. However, the weighing maching was returned to his owner.

In his cross examination, he stated that he seized suspected ganja before

lodging the ejahar. The ejahar was written by him. In ejahar, he mentioned

that  they  had  found  20  Kg  of  suspected   ganja  but  in  seizure  list,  he

mentioned that he seized only 24 Kg of ganja. The Circle Officer put his

signature in the seizure list but it was not certified by him. He has not taken

any photograph of the seized articles on the spot. He stated that while they

reached the bus stand, they found the accused persons with articles near a

pan shop. He can't say who carried whose bag. He searched the body of the

accused persons but found nothing from them.

10. Both Addl. S.P.(HQ), Dhubri and Executive Magistrate arrived at the

place of occurrence after 15 minutes. He deposited the sample in the office

of  the Superintendent  of  Police,  Dhubri  on 12.11.18. He kept  the seized

articles with sample at  Police  Station Malkhana but he did not  seize the

Malkhana  Register.  Before  sending  the  sample  to  Forensic  Science

Laboratory, S.P. prepared a brief history where it was mentioned that 20 Kg

of suspected ganja were seized and six packets of sample. Per packet 50 gm

in total 300 gms were prepared. He did not mention any facsimile in the

inventory. The  Executive  Magistrate  has  not  certified the correctness of 
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inventory. He further stated that at after seizing the seized articles, the same

were not kept in a seal packet.

     PW-1 Azizur Rahman. He was asked to sign on a paper but do not know

as to why his signature was taken in Ext-4.

     PW-3, one Jadab Ch. Ray. He was working as Traffic Branch of Gauripur

Police Station since last 3 years and was on duty on 11.11.18 at Gauripur

bus stand. One pedestrian showed him the accused persons and told him

that they were carrying narcotic drugs. The accused persons were going

towards Dhubri side. However, he apprehended them and found two bags

under their possession. On being asked, the accused persons told them that

they were carrying ganja in the bags. At that time, constable Yasin Rahman

was  with  him.  He  informed  the  matter  to  the  O/C.,  Gauripur  P.S  who

subsequently came to place of occurrence along with one Subal Ray. They

searched the bag and found 20 packets of ganja. However, after half  an

hour, Circle Officer, Dhubri arrived at the spot. O/C, Gauripur P.S also called

S.I Manoj Newar and seized and recovered the articles. He is a signatory to

the seizure list vide Ext-3. However, he does not know as to who told him

that the accused persons carrying narcotic drugs. His statement was not

recorded by I.O. He stated that O/C., Gauripur P.S. opened the bags.

      PW-4 is one Ashad Ali Sk. He was asked to put a signature in a seizure

list but seized ganja were not shown to him. He also does not know as to

from whom, ganja was recovered.s However, he proved his signature vide

Ext-4(4).  Ext-5  is  the  Roushan  Khan.  He  does  not  know as  to  why his

signature was obtained by police vide Ext-3(2). Ext-6 is Ejaz Hussain Mondol

also stated that police Officer obtained his signature in a paper vide Ext-

3(3).

     PW-7 Yasin Rahman stated that on 11.11.18, he was onduty at Gauripur

bus  stand.  While  he  was  controlling  vehicle  then  accused  persons  were

apprehended by constable Yadav Ray and public as they carried ganja. 
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Accordingly, he informed the matter to the police station. He stated that

about 15/20 persons there while the accused persons were apprehended.

    PW-8  Taiyab  Ali.  However, he  does  not  know  anything  about  the

occurrence.

      PW-9 Hirokjyoti Saikia. He was entrusted to investigated the case and

accordingly interrogated the accused at Gauripur P.S. They have confessed

before him. They trafficked ganja from Rangia to Coochbehar in a passenger

bus. He arrested them, seized recovered ganja from the accused persons.

Next day, he produced the accused persons before the court and forwarded

the sample to FSL for forensic examination through S.P., Dhubri. He recorded

the statement of the witnesses U/s. 161 Cr.P.C. He collected the report from

FSL and submitted charge sheet against the accused Mamtaz Ali and Amir

Ali U/s.20© NDPS Act vide Ext-7, Ext-7(1) is his signature. As per ejahar, 20

Kg of ganja were recovered from the possession of the accused. There was

no seizure list regarding seizure of 20 Kg of ganja. Manoj Newar prepared a

seizure of 24 Kg of ganja. He has not examined the Circle Officer and Addl.

S.P.(HQ), Dhubri as witnesses in this case. He has not seized any Malkhana

Register. The seizing officer collected nine packets of samples of 50 gms

each in its packets from nine packets of suspected ganja containing 24 Kg of

ganja. He did not reduce the statement of the accused into writing.

       PW-10 is the Joint Director of FSL, Kahilipara, Assam Sri Gajendra Nath

Deka.  According  to  him,  he  was  working  as  a  Joint  Director  of  FSL,

Kahilipara,  Assam  on14.11.18.  On  that  day,  he  received  a  parcel  in

connection with Gauripur P.S. case No.1326/18. The parcel  consisting six

exhibits enclosed in a seal envelop cover. The facsimile of the seal was found

to be S.P.,Dhubri. Accordingly, he conducted the test as per United Nations

Drug Testing Manual. One seal envelop marked as Ext-A having six numbers

of seal envelops containing 50 gms dry plant material in each. He marked

here  as  DN-585/2018(a)  to  DN-585/f/2018(f)  respectively.  On  being  
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examined the exhibits, however, gave positive test for cannabis (ganja). The

report was forwarded to the S.P., Dhubri. Ext-8 is the examination report,

Ext-8(1)  is  his  signature.  Ext-9  is  the  forwarding  report.  Ext-9(1)  is  the

signature of Director K.C. Sarma. In cross examination, he stated that he

has  not  mentioned  the  procedure  of  examination  and  date  of  the

examination.  He  has  kept  the  sample  in  the  strong  room of  the  office

without giving any detail where it was fruits, top or leaves. The report is

silent that he conducted the test as per United Nations Drug Testing Manual.

Thus, this much evidence are found available on record.

11.    The law regarding establishing a guilt of the accused and burden of

shifting to the accused as ordained U/s. 35 and  54 of the NDPS Act, 1985 is

no longer remained res integra. Section 35 and 54 of the Act, no doubt rest

presumption with regard to the culpable mental state on the part of the

accused has also placed the burden of proof is on the accused but a bare

perusal of the provision clearly shows that presumption would operate in the

trial  only  in  the  event,  the  circumstances  contained  therein  which  fully

established against the accused. An initial burden exist upon the prosecution

and only when it stands satisfied, would the legal burden shift. The standard

of proof required for the accused to prove his innocence is not as high as

that of the prosecution. Despite of having solitary provision as ordained in

the Act as Sec.35 and 54, it is the duty of the prosecution to prove the case

beyond all reasonable doubt. The Narcotic Drugs Psychotropic Substances

Act,  1985 was  enacted  with  view to  curb  the  menace  of  destruction  of

society for which stringent punishment were provided on the basis of the

quantity recovered and considering that nature of offence, intention of the

legislature is to scrupulously follow the mandates of the law for which the

provision stated in the law which mandatory in nature. 

12.Upon perusal of the evidence on record herein the instant case, some

glaring defect has been noticed while seizing the suspected articles.
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(1)    It is the evidence of the PW-1 Manoj Newar that the O/C entered

the matter in a GDE No.331 dated 11.11.18 on being received an

information from one Yasin Rahman who was on police duty at

Gauripur bus stand and accordingly, he entered the matter in GDE

but no information was given to his superior officer that he got an

information  from  his  subordinate  that  two  persons  are  found

loitering in around Gauripur bus stand along with some suspected

articles.

(2)    The O/C along with PW-1 and ASI Subal Ray arrived at the place of

occurrence found two accused persons by the side of a pan shop

gave the identity of the accused persons and searched the bags

carried by them and found 20 packets of suspected ganja. Then

they  informed Addl.  S.P.(HQ),  Dhubri  who  visited  the  place  of

occurrence  later  on.  They  also  informed  the  matter  to  Circle

Officer who also came to place of occurrence after half an hour.

They seized around 24 Kg. in total kept in 20 numbers of packet.

The evidence on record goes to show that O/C along with PW-1

and one Subal Ray arrived at the place of occurrence and seized

the  articles  from  the  accused  persons  without  observing  the

formality as mandated U/s.42 of the NDPS Act. However, the Addl.

S.P.(HQ), Dhubri  and Circle Officer, Golakganj  came to place of

occurrence  later  on.  The seizure  was  also  not  certified  by  the

Executive Magistrate. No authority letter was also produced by the

PW-1 authorising him to seize the articles. 

(3) PW-3  Jadab  Ch.  Ray  stated  that  pedestrian  showed  him  two

accused persons carrying narcotic drugs. They were walking at he

relevant  time  from  Gauripur  towards  Dhubri  side.  He  further

stated that Circle Officer, Dhubri came to place of occurrence after

half an hour though PW-1 stated that Circle Officer, Golakganj
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came to place of occurrence. The evidence as it appears from the

PW-1 & 3 go to show that two Circle Officers are arriving at the

place of occurrence one from Dhubri and another from Golakganj

which  is  found  contradictory  and  doubtful.  Admittedly,  Circle

Officers has not certified the inventory and seizure list.

  (4)   It has stated in the GDE that one Yasin Rahman informed the

matter  to  O/C  but  said  Yasin  Rahman  stated  that  he  was

controlling the vehicle  on the road then accused persons  were

apprehended by constable Jadab Ch. Ray and public. There were

about 15 to 20 persons present at the place of occurrence go to

show that before seizing the articles from the accused persons it

was known to all that the accused persons carried ganja in their

hand in a bag which is found contrary to the provision of law.

(5)     One of the disturbing features of the case is that the discrepancy

as to the quantity of seized articles. It is stated in the FIR that 20

packets of suspected articles were seized from two persons and it

contained altogether 20 Kg. Nothing is there to show that each

packet contained one Kg each. On the other hand, the seizure list

go  to show that  20 packets  of  suspected ganja  were weighed

which contained 24 Kg. that means each packets contained 1.2

Kg. but interestingly in the inventory, it is stated that nine packet

sample drawn from the seized ganja packets containing 50 gms

each  totaling  450  gms.  As  such,  remaining  suspected  ganja

measuring 23.550 gms is found not clear as to how the samples

were drawn from all the packets in what manner. Moreover, the

S.P. (HQ),  Dhubri  in  his  history  while  sending  the  sample  for

forensic  laboratory  clearly  mentioned  that  20  Kg  of  suspected

ganja  seized  out  of  which  FSL  sent  six  packets,  per  packet

containing 50 gms. Nothing is there to show as to what was done
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by the Investigating Authority regarding another  three packets of

ganja which was prepared as sample.      

          On the other hand, the I.O has not taken any step for disposal of the

seized articles as per provision of the Section 52A of the NDPS Act which is a

stage to be taken by the I.O in a pre trial stage for the fear of substitution of

the articles during the trial period.

       Moreover, there is nothing to show as to from whom the articles were

seized since there were two persons.

    Having  considered  all  these  aspects,  I  am  of  the  view  that  the

prosecution has not succeeded in establishing the guilt of the accused that

some  contravention  ganja  were  recovered  from  their  possession  while

carrying  it  by  them  during  their  travel  from  Rangia  to  Coochbehar  on

11.11.18. Situated thus, I have got no other alternative but to acquit the

accused  persons  from the  purview of  charge  U/s.20(c)  of  NDPS  Act  on

benefit of doubt. The accused persons are set at liberty forthwith. The bail

bonds furnished for the accused persons stand cancelled.

      The seized articles is to be dealt with by the authority concerned under

the provision of 52A of NDPS Act in due course of time.

     Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 12th day of February,

2020. 

Dictated & Corrected by me     Special Judge

        Dhubri

  Special Judge, Dhubri.
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                                             A P P E N D I X

PROSECUTION WITNESSES :

PW-1 Manoj Newar
PW-2 Azizur Rahman
PW-3 Jadab Chandra Ray
PW-4 Asad Ali Sk
PW-5 Roushan Khan
PW-6 Ejaz Hussain Mondol
PW-7 Yasin Rahman
PW-8 Taig Ali @ Tayob Ali
PW-9 Hirakjyoti Saikia
PW-10 Gajendra Nath Deka

PROSECUTION EXHIBITS :
Ext-1 Extract copy of GD Entry
Ext-2 FIR
Ext-3 Seizure list
Ext-4 Seizure list.
Ext-5 Inventory
Ext-6 Authority Letter
Ext-7 Charge-sheet.
M.Ext-1 to 20 Packets of seized ganja
M.Ext-21 Seized black colour bag
M.Ext-22 Seized white coloured plastic bag
M.Ext-23 Seized red & green coloured bag
M.Ext-24 to 30 Seized clothes.

DEFENCE WITNESS : NIL

DEFENCE EXHIBIT   : NIL

          Special Judge, Dhubri.


